Mack truck symbol

Mack Trucks, Inc. Founded in as the Mack Brothers Company , it manufactured its first truck in
and adopted its present name in They also have additional assembly plants in Pennsylvania,
Australia, and Venezuela. Mack Trucks is one of the top producers in the vocational and on-road
vehicle market, class 8 through class 13 [ citation needed ]. Mack trucks have been sold in 45
countries. Located near its former Allentown corporate headquarters, The Macungie,
Pennsylvania, manufacturing plant produces all Mack products including Mack MP-series
engines [ citation needed ]. According to local historians [ who? Parts for Mack's
right-hand-drive vehicles are produced in Brisbane , Australia, for worldwide distribution. The
Venezuela operation is a complete knock down CKD facility. Components are shipped from the
United States to Caracas for final assembly. In addition to its Macungie manufacturing facility ,
Mack also has a remanufacturing center in Middletown, Pennsylvania. On August 14, , Mack
Trucks announced a major restructuring plan that included: [6]. This is a timeline of Mack
Trucks history. Most of the information is taken from the Mack history page at MackTrucks.
Most of the information is taken from the Mack History page at MackTrucks. Mack Trucks
produced fire apparatuses from until The heavy-duty AC, with its well-known tapered hood, was
the truck which started the bulldog theme. There were also commercial sales from ; the AC was
well suited for logging and construction work. A larger version, the AP, built between and , was
an off-road haul truck used on Boulder Dam and other large projects. Between its development
in the late s and the beginning of production in US military requirements changed and the truck
was not needed. All NMs and most of the larger NOs were exported as foreign aid. The Mack B
series models were Mack's primary vehicle from its introduction in until it was replaced by the R
Series in B Models were commonly used as semi tractors and in the construction industry. They
were also used as fire engines and trucks, sometimes with the roof of the cab removed. The
lightweight RL model followed in , the RW Superliner with a large, rectangular hood and grill in ,
and the setback front axle RB in the s. In the s, the R, RW, and U series models were
discontinued and the RB was introduced, mostly for severe-duty applications. The hood was
modified slightly for the model RB. The DM was the last model to use this cab style, and was the
last model of this family to be produced. By Mack was producing 4- and 6-cylinder gasoline
engines, and through continued to offer their own, in the form of three diesel I6s. Engines by
other manufacturers were often optional, supplied over the years by Caterpillar , Cummins ,
Chrysler , Detroit Diesel , Hercules , Scania , and Waukesha. The engine was introduced as an
inline six in , as a V8 in , and as the intercooled inline six series in This was an
industry-changing event. The Maxidyne, with an operating range of â€” R. M, and later â€” R.
Previously, heavy trucks typically operated between R. Mack also produced railroad cars and
locomotives between and The company's trademark is the bulldog , which can be found on the
front of almost all Mack trucks. A gold-plated bulldog indicates the truck came with all Mack
drivetrain including the motor, transmission and axles. Mack trucks earned their nickname
during World War I , when the British government purchased the Mack AC for supplying its front
lines. Its pugnacious, blunt-nosed hood, tenacious performance, and durability, reminded the
soldiers of their country's mascot, the British Bulldog. The logo was first used in for the AB
chain drive models and became the official corporate logo in None were US Army standard
types, all were designed and built exclusively by Mack. Over 2, were built in Several other
manufactures built standardized models of similar trucks, so only were produced in â€” Over 8,
NMs and 2, NOs were built between and Intended for British use in North Africa, they had Mack
ED diesel engines, making them valuable for long distance trips. Over 15, were built between
and Mack developed a competing design, when the M39 was standardized Mack built a relatively
small number of M51 dump trucks. In the early s they took part in a short lived program to
retrofit some of the series with Mack END engines. Designed by Mack, using many components
from the NO series. Mack built Ms, used with a lowboy trailer to recover and transport tanks,
and all Ms, between and Later follow-up orders called for Ms and retrofitted more with Cummins
engines. There aint a driver or rig runnin' any line that seen nothin' but taillights from 'Phantom '
". Mack DM series dump trucks appeared prominently in Die Hard with a Vengeance the third
movie in the series. Maximum Overdrive is a horror tale of machinery come to life which
includes a truck stop with various vehicles. During a chase scene from the film Fire Down
Below , Steven Seagal 's character is rammed and chased by a Mack truck. The beginning of
Blake Crouch's best selling novel Pines has the main protagonist, Secret Service Agent Ethan
Burke, suffering temporary amnesia after the car he is traveling in crashes. He believes he must
seek out a person named "Mack" as it the only word he is able to recall. He later realizes the
significant of "Mack" is in fact his recollection of his vehicle being intentionally hit by a Mack
truck. A Mack Superliner, owned by J. Collins Pulling Team, is also officially sponsored by
Mack. Dale Gribble , a character from King of the Hill , is rarely seen without his Mack cap.
Ratzenberger's father drove a Mack truck to deliver oil for three decades. From Wikipedia, the
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